TO: FACULTY of the DIVISION of PROFESSIONS

FROM: Sharon Keigher, 2000-2001 Chair
        Executive Committee
        Division of Professions

DATE: August 2001


In accordance with Chapter 3, Sections 3.07 and 3.15(2) and 6.12 of the UWM Policies and Procedures, I submit to you a report of the activities of the Executive Committee of the Division of Professions.

MEMBERSHIP

2000-2001 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS

Professor Chie Craig Comm Science & Disorders 2002
Associate Alexandra Dimitroff Information Studies 2003
Associate Anthony Hains Educational Psychology 2001
Professor Mark Krueger University Outreach 2003
Associate Gwai-Yong Lie Social Welfare 2002
Professor Sharon Keigher Social Welfare 2002
Professor Belle Rose Ragins Business Administration 2001

2000-2001 ALTERNATE MEMBERS - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS (5 year rule)

Professor Christine Dunning University Outreach 2001
Professor Margaret Duncan Human Kinetics 2002
Professor Mark Mone Business Administration 2002
Professor Beth Rodgers Foundations of Nursing 2002
Professor Sherry Ahrentzen Architecture 2003
Professor Mary K. Madsen Health Sciences 2003
Associate Pam Pletsch Health Maintenance 2003
Professor Harvey Rabinowitz Architecture 2004
Associate George Bailey Mass Communication 2005
Associate Virginia Stoffel Occupational Therapy 2005
Associate Dietmar Wolfram Information Studies 2005

The Committee acknowledges its appreciation to the following past members for their service as alternate members during the 2000-2001 academic year:

Professor Mary Kay Madsen
Associate Professor Dietmar Wolfram
2001-2002 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS

Associate     Alexandra Dimitroff     Information Studies  2003
Professor     Mark Krueger          University Outreach  2003
Associate     Jane Leske            Foundations of Nursing  2004
Associate     Gwai-Yong Lie         Social Welfare  2002
Professor     Mary McLean           Exceptional Education  2004

plus 2 to be appointed

2001-2002 ALTERNATE MEMBERS - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS (5 year rule)

Professor    Sherry Ahrentzen       Architecture  2003
Associate     George Bailey          Mass Communication  2005
Professor     Margaret Duncan       Human Kinetics  2002
Associate     Anthony Hains          Educational Psychology  2006
Professor     Mary K. Madsen        Health Sciences  2003
Professor     Mark Mone             Business Administration  2002
Associate     Pam Platsch            Health Maintenance  2003
Professor     Harvey Rabinowitz     Architecture  2004
Professor     Beth Rodgers          Foundations of Nursing  2002
Professor     Belle Rose Ragins     Business Administration  2006
Associate     Virginia Stoffel      Occupational Therapy  2005
Associate     Dietmar Wolfram       Information Studies  2005

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

The Committee met nine (9) times in the contractual year between August 21, 2000 and May 20, 2001.

1. September 13, 2000
   a. Professor Sharon Keigher elected chair of the 2000-2001 Executive Committee.
   b. Meeting Schedule discussed.
   c. Selected corrections were proposed for the Criteria and Procedures.

2. December 15, 2000
   Personnel considerations.

   Personnel considerations.

4. February 23, 2001
   Personnel considerations.

5. March 2, 2001
   Personnel considerations.

6. March 16, 2001
   Personnel considerations.

7. April 6, 2001
   Personnel considerations.

8. April 20, 2001
   a. Discussed committee concerns & procedures with the Secretary the University.
   b. Discussed criteria for 2001-2002
   c. Discussed meeting dates if needed

9. May 4, 2001
   Personnel considerations.
RECOMMENDATION of PERSONNEL CASES, 2000-2001

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

- 7 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 1 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 8 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

- 2 Positive recommendation forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 2 Personnel recommendation forwarded

SUBCOMMITTEE of FULL PROFESSORS

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:

- 2 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendation forwarded
- 2 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR with Tenure:

- 0 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 0 Personnel recommendations forwarded

TOTAL COMMITTEE PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Requests for PROMOTION/APPOINTMENT/TENURE to the ranks of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR and FULL PROFESSOR:

- 11 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 1 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 2 Personnel recommendations forwarded